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Webinar Introduction
• We are pleased to welcome you to today’s webcast. In order to
qualify for your CPE Certificate, you will need to:
– Remain logged on for at least 50 minutes
– Respond to at least 3 of the 4 polling questions that will be
presented

• We would appreciate if you would complete the evaluation
survey following the event. A link to the survey will be emailed
to you automatically within the hour following the webinar.
• You may submit questions and we will try to address them
during the program. However, if time does not permit us to
answer a question posed during the webcast, it will be
answered offline after the event.
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CPE Certificate Information
• For those who meet the criteria, a CPE certificate will be deposited into your
Checkpoint Learning account. Our activity history and CPE certificates are
now managed using Checkpoint Learning. In order to receive CPE credit for
this program, you must register for a Checkpoint Learning account through
our Executive College before the webinar begins.
• To apply for a complimentary account visit the Executive College page at
www.eisneramper.com. CPE certificates will be distributed into your
Checkpoint Learning account 10-14 business days AFTER the webinar.
• Disclaimer: We may be unable to offer CPE certificates to people who log in
to the webinar using:
– Google Chrome
– GoToWebinar Instant Join
– iPads or mobile devices
These login methods may prevent you from being registered on the final attendee report. To ensure that you
show up on the final attendee report, please log in using a different method than the ones listed above.
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Agenda

Accounting for Donated Goods & Services

Determining the Fair Value

When to Record Donated Services & Volunteers
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What is a Gift-in-Kind?
– Gifts-in-kind a.k.a. noncash contributions
• Contributions of goods or services other than cash

– Some common examples:
• Goods
– Property i.e. land, building, furniture, equipment
– Items to be sold at auction
– Collection items
• Services
– Use of space/facilities (i.e. rent, utilities)
– Administrative/financial support
– Legal/tax/business advice
– Media time/advertising/marketing services
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Common Examples of Gifts-in-Kind

Thrift Store

• Donor contributes clothing or other items directly
to a NFP who sells it as inventory

Museum

• Donor contributes an artifact to be included in a
museum’s permanent exhibit

Shelter

• Local government allows the shelter to operate
in a government owned property rent-free

Foundation

• Donor provides investment management fees at
no charge
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Contribution or Exchange Transaction?

Contribution
Unconditional transfer
of cash, goods, or
services from one entity
to another without the
expectation of
something in return

Exchange
Transaction
Transfer between two
entities whereby each
entity gives the other
something of
approximately the same
value

Gifts in Kind could be hybrid: part contribution and part
exchange transaction
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Is it Revenue to Your NFP?
– A gift-in-kind (“GIK”) = contribution if both of the following
exist:
• NFP has discretion in how the gift will be used or distributed.
– NFP can choose the beneficiary of the asset transferred
• NFP has the risks and rewards of ownership.
– Typically occurs when NFP takes physical possession of the
asset but there are exceptions
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Is it Revenue to Your NFP (cont’d)?
– GAAP generally permits only 2 organizations to recognize the
gift as a contribution:
(1) the organization who originally received the gift
(2) the end user who will either make direct use of the gift or distribute
it to those in need

– An organization in between #1 and #2 above (the “middle
man”) may recognize the GIK only if they made significant or
material improvements to the GIK.
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It’s Ours! Now What?
– Gifts in kind that can be used or sold by the recipient NFP
must record the items at fair market value when received.
• Fair value is defined as “the price that would be received to sell an
asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants at the measurement date.”

– Watchdog agencies sometimes suggest that gifts in kind be
recorded at the most conservative value or not at all.
• This is NOT proper GAAP.

– The value the donor provides is not
always the answer for you!
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Polling Question #1
• Two criteria need to occur to record a gift-in-kind.
Which of the following is NOT one of the criteria?
a. The NFP has a value provided by the donor.
b. The NFP has the risks and rewards of ownership.
c. The NFP has discretion in how the gift will be used.
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Fair Value of Gifts in Kind

Determine the “exit price”
Find the principal or most
advantageous market for asset at
highest and best use
Quoted market price in
active market for
identical asset

Publicly available info
about transactions for
similar items in
inactive market

Not always
distribution price
Unobservable inputs –
Management’s
assumptions
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Which Market is Which?
– Principal market (used for valuation)
• Greatest volume and level of activity for the item
• If principal market doesn’t exist, then the most advantageous
market should be used

– Distribution market (not used for valuation)
• Final destination for item
• For example, vaccines given to low-income individuals are charged
below market rate

– Active market
• Transactions for identical items take place with sufficient frequency
and volume to provide pricing information on an ongoing basis

– Inactive market
• Transactions for identical or similar items take place but less
frequently (i.e. auction websites)
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Where Does the $$ Come From?
– Quoted market prices in active markets
• Cost or selling price – appropriate when the purchase or sale was
close to the contribution date, when the original transaction was
arm’s length, and when there was no change in market value.

– Publicly available information about transactions for similar
items in inactive markets
• Sale of comparable properties – useful when there is a market for
comparable goods.
• Opinions of experts – appraisals are required when the value of the
Gift in Kind is greater than $5,000, and may be the best way of
obtaining the fair value of art, real estate, and other unique
properties.

– Unobservable inputs – Management’s assumptions
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Polling Question #2
• The first step in determining the value of a gift-inkind is to determine:
a. The value placed on the gift by the donor
b. Whether the recipient has plans to sell the gift-inkind
c. The “exit price”
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Challenges with Fair Value

Active markets do
not exist

Unfamiliarity with
item

• Depending on the type
of gift an active market
not be accessible or
even exist
• i.e. preservation
easements

• NFP has limited
experience with item
and doesn’t know
where to start
• i.e. jewelry

Highest & Best Use

Tax Deduction

• NFP may not be using
the item at its highest
and best use resulting
in façade of decreased
value

• The donor value for tax
purposes is often
different than the
donee value for GAAP
purposes
• Only the actual out-ofpocket expenses of the
donor may be treated
as a tax-deductible
charitable gift (with
limited exceptions)
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Specific Examples
– Collection items
• Donated collection items are not recorded as revenue if the NFP
does NOT capitalize its collection
• Tax deductibility rules still apply for the donor so the NFP still has
some responsibility for valuation and reporting

– Items to be sold at fundraising events
• Qualifies as a contribution even though NFP not keeping item
• Measured at fair value when originally received and item is recorded
as an asset until sold at the event
– Same exercise as discussed previously
• Difference between amount received at fundraising event and
amount originally recorded is recognized as an adjustment to the
original contribution
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Does this really happen THAT often?

2012 tax year
• 7.5 million individuals filed
noncash tax deductions
• $43 million of deductions given
on individual Schedule A
• Stock was the leader (39% of
Schedule A deductions)
• Large organizations and
foundations received almost
50% of these donations

www.irs.gov/taxstats
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In the News
– Complaint filed against 4 charities and their executive in May
2015
– Numerous charges were included in the complaint including:
• Misrepresentations about revenue and program expenses related to
international gifts-in-kind shipments
• Misrepresentation about programs related to international gifts-inkind
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In the News

25.4%

• Fundraising expenses over total
contributions including International
GIK revenue

67.4%

• Fundraising expenses over actual
consumer donations

82.9%

• Fundraising expenses over actual
consumer donations excluding
donations from related charity
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In the News: Charities that donate Gifts-in-Kind

Organization ships over $800K of goods to a small charity.

The small charity says that the goods were not worth close to
that amount and they neither asked for nor wanted them.
Charities may purposely overinflate how much they distribute to
help their bottom line (Lower overhead cost).

Valuation and gift acceptance policies are very important!
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Contributed Services
Create or enhance
nonfinancial asset

Specialized Skill

Would need to be
purchased
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Would These be Contributed Services?
YES!
• Lawyer
• Investment
Manager
• Architect
• Public Relations
• Use of Facilities
(free rent)

NO!
• Unskilled volunteers
(i.e. habitat for humanity)

• Board members
serving in their
capacity as a board
member
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• His/her
firm
handles
legal
matters
for NFP
pro bono

Attorney who is a board member

• Provides
legal
advice in
his
capacity
as a board
member

Attorney who is a board member

Attorney who is a board member

Would These be Contributed Services?

• Volunteers
for NFP
preparing
meals in
soup
kitchen
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Polling Question #3
• Which of these would be a contributed service?
a. A board member, who is also a lawyer, provides legal
advice.
b. The same member’s firm provides free legal work to
the NFP.
c. That same board member also volunteers at the soup
kitchen.
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Is it a specialized skill?

Specialized training
and technical tools
used with high
proficiency
generally not
possessed by the
general public.

Often identifiable
by a license or
certification.

Specialized training
provided by the
organization does
not qualify as a
specialized skill.
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Is it a specialized skill?
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What $$ do we record?
– Recognized at fair market value
• Same valuation issues apply as gifts-in-kind

– Recorded as contribution income and then by natural expense
classification – unless capitalization is required.
– Potentially a significant audit estimate
– Not reflected as revenue or expense on 990 but could be a
reconciling item on Schedule D.
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Disclosure Requirements
• Accounting policy
– Some NFPs also disclose why volunteer time is not recorded
and give an estimate of volunteer hours for the year

• Nature and extent of contributed goods and services
received by the NFP
• Description of programs or activities for which they were
used
• Amount recognized for the period
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Polling Question #4
• Does your organization currently have a gift
acceptance policy?
a. Yes
b. No
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NFPs may not
get the best
value out of a
gift in kind
they are
unfamiliar
with

FACT

NFP have to
accept any
and all types
of gifts

FACT

MYTH

Myths & Facts
NFPs should
have a Gift
Acceptance
Policy in
place to
regulate this

– Before accepting a gift-in-kind, an NFP should evaluate:
• Will it relate to the basic mission and purposes of the
organization?
• Can it actually be used by the organization?
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Gift Acceptance Policy
– Gift acceptance policy should determine which donations will
be accepted based on an assessment of the NFP’s needs
and the protocol for approving the acceptance of an item.
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Gift Acceptance Policy
Starting point – make the following 3 lists:

Inventory of types of gifts currently accepted

Gifts that have been offered but turned down
Gifts that are currently being considered
for future acceptance
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Provides the
forms of
assets that
are
acceptable
(i.e. charitable
trusts)

#3

Identifies the
types of
assets
accepted (i.e.
cash, stock,
real property)

#2

#1

Gift Acceptance Policy

Defines the
nonprofit’s
role in
administering
the gifts
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Gift Acceptance Policy
– Clear indication of what will and will not be accepted by the
NFP
• Reduces the risk of accepting a gift or service the NFP cannot use or
that carries too much risk or results in too much work for little reward
for the NFP
• Manages donor expectations

– Red Flags
• Donors that the NFP may not want to be associated with in the future
• Donors who want to influence the organization in the future
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Gift Acceptance Policy: Samples

May not want to
accept gifts (land)
with significant
environmental
remediation
liabilities attached.

May want to limit
the types of
investments that
are
accepted to those
with a ready
market.

May state that the
organization has a
preference to
liquidate gifts upon
receipt to avoid
market fluctuations.

May address
unintended costs of
planned giving
vehicles (for
example –
premium payments
for life insurance
contracts)
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Questions?

Thank you!

Kim Grossman, CPA
Audit Manager
Not-for-Profit Services
215-881-8880
kim.grossman@eisneramper.com

Kristin Mance, CPA
Audit Senior
Not-for-Profit Services
212-891-6834
kristin.mance@eisneramper.com

Any tax advice contained in this memorandum (including any attachments) is not intended for and
cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties imposed by the Internal Revenue Code or (ii)
promoting, marketing, or recommending any transaction or matter addressed herein.

